If your version of Linux has a package manager, you may wish to use that for installing the agent. If you are using Ubuntu, you can use `sudo apt-get install boinc-client boinc-manager` in the terminal to install the agent.

1. Go to the directory you downloaded the BOINC Linux installer (it will be named something like: boinc_.#.##.##_i686-pc-linux-gnu.sh)

2. Follow the commands shown below.

   ```
   keith@ubuntu64bit:~/Downloads$ ls
   boinc_6.10.56_i686-pc-linux-gnu.sh
   keith@ubuntu64bit:~/Downloads$ chmod +x boinc_6.10.56_i686-pc-linux-gnu.sh
   keith@ubuntu64bit:~/Downloads$ ./boinc_6.10.56_i686-pc-linux-gnu.sh
   use /home/keith/Downloads/BOINC/run_manager to start BOINC
   keith@ubuntu64bit:~/Downloads$
   ```

   Click "Finish"

3. When you have completed the steps shown, please start the BOINC manager with the command shown.

4. Once the BOINC Manager opens, there may be additional steps needed.

5. Select "Attach to project" and click "Next"

6. Please type in www.worldcommunitygrid.org in the URL field

7. If the User Information dialog (below) appears, just enter your Member Name

8. When these steps are completed, you should see a screen similar to this.
If you need more assistance, you can view the World Community Grid Help, visit our forums to ask a question, or go to BOINC's Linux Installation page.